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Influence of wall heterogeneity on nanoscopically
confined polymers†
Raffaele Pastore,∗a,b,c Alessio David,c Mosè Casalegno,c Francesco Greco,a and Guido
Raos∗c
We investigate via molecular dynamics simulations the behavior of a polymer melt confined be-
tween surfaces with increasing spatial correlation (patchiness) of weakly and strongly interacting
sites. Beyond a critical patchiness, we find a dramatic dynamic decoupling, characterized by a
steep growth of the longest relaxation time and a constant diffusion coefficient. This arises from
dynamic heterogeneities induced by the walls in the adjacent polymer layers, leading to the coex-
istence of fast and slow chain populations. Structural variations are also present, but they are not
easy to detect. Our work opens the way to a better understanding of adhesion, friction, rubber re-
inforcement by fillers, and many other open issues involving the dynamics of polymeric materials
on rough, chemically heterogeneous and possibly "dirty" surfaces.
1 Introduction
The dynamics of polymers near solid surfaces or in nanoscop-
ically confined environments has come under intense scrutiny
in recent years. Indeed, many practical problems such as
polymer-mediated adhesion,1 lubrication and friction2,3, micro-
and nano-fluidics,4,5 deposition of thin films,6 processing of poly-
mer nanocomposites and rubber reinforcement by fillers7–11 in-
volve the motion, deformation and relaxation of macromolecules
on one or between two close surfaces. Many experimental, the-
oretical and computational studies have demonstrated that the
behavior of polymers in these situations may deviate very sig-
nificantly from that in the bulk. Examples of such deviations in
the dynamical properties include the glass transition12–14 and
the diffusivity of polymers in nanocomposites and in narrow
slits.15,16 Important insights have been obtained by studying sim-
ple, well-defined model systems, such as polymers sandwiched
between smooth, homogeneous surfaces.17 On the other hand,
the applications mentioned above often involve the interaction
of polymers with rough, chemically heterogeneous and possibly
"ill-defined" surfaces and nanoparticles. A classic example is car-
bon black, which is widely applied in rubber reinforcement and is
known to have a strongly heterogeneous surface topography and
chemistry.18,19
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Theoretical and computational studies of single chains on het-
erogeneous surfaces have shown that both spatial and ener-
getic disorder (i.e., roughness and chemical heterogeneity, re-
spectively) can be very important, enhancing the polymer ab-
sorption in comparison to the reference homogeneous case.7,20
The absorption transition is accompanied by an entropic reduc-
tion, which is compensated by an energetic gain: the chain may
adopt a flat "pancake" conformation in order to optimize its in-
teraction with the more strongly absorbing sites. This has im-
portant consequences also for the chain dynamics, leading to a
slowing-down and possibly a structural arrest analogous to the
glass transitions.21 While these results are quite appealing and
suggestive, the single-chain behavior cannot be directly traslated
to homopolymer melts. When a surface consists of patches of
strongly and weakly absorbing regions, a single chain will prefer-
entially absorb on the former, while in the case of polymer melts
some chains will necessarily cover the latter. Also, there is lit-
tle incentive for a particular chain to localize or adapt its con-
formation in order to maximize its interaction with the strongly
absorbing sites/patches: this would require the displacement of
other chains, with poor energetic compensation for single-chain
entropy reduction. Such differences lead us to expect rather dif-
ferent physics for single chains and melts. The latter is the main
focus of this work.
In the past, theory and computer simulation (Monte Carlo or
Molecular Dynamics, MD) have been applied extensively to the
investigation of polymers near or between homogeneous sur-
faces.22–31 Our group has addressed the role of surface disor-
der and heterogeneities by simulating and analyzing the dynam-
ics of a polymer monolayer on a surface consisting of random
mixtures of weakly and strongly interacting sites in variable pro-
portion.32–34 Despite of the simplicity of the model, we found
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Fig. 1 Investigated model system. Illustration of surfaces at different values of α, as indicated. The whole system is shown for a single example
(α = 0).
significant effects, such as a non-monotonic dependence of lat-
eral polymer mobility on surface composition and the onset of
Fickian yet not Gaussian diffusion35. Here we introduce a new
model, by considering a homopolymer melt nanoscopically con-
fined between two surfaces with variable and controllable degrees
of "patchiness".
Fig.1 contains sketches of the investigated systems (see the next
Section for details). A bead-and-spring polymer is confined be-
tween two parallel surfaces. The chains consist of N=32 identical
P-type beads (P stands for polymer). The polymer has a con-
stant, bulk-like density at the center of the film. The relatively
small size of the chains prevents the formation of an appreciable
number of "bridges" from one surface to the other. Also, the com-
bination of temperature (much higher than the bulk glass transi-
tion temperature) and chain length (lower than the entanglement
length) is such that the polymer would display Rouse-like dynam-
ics36,37 in the absence of the walls. The surfaces are made up
of a 50:50 mixture of weakly-interacting (W) and strongly inter-
acting (S) beads. A parameter α varies in the range [-1,+1] and
describes situations where W and S beads are i) prevalently in-
termixed (α < 0), ii) randomly distributed (α = 0), or iii) tend to
cluster and thus to form "patchy" surfaces (α > 0). By doing so,
the average extension of the heterogeneities increases systemati-
cally from being well below to well above the characteristic chain
size. We purposely did not vary the chain length, so as to preserve
the degree of confinement of the systems and avoid the transition
to an entangled regime.
The picture emerging from our results is that, by random yet
proper functionalization of the solid walls, it is possible to mod-
ulate greatly their dynamic and mechanical effects on nanoscopi-
cally confined polymers, with minor structural modifications.
2 Models and Methods
MD simulations. We have simulated the dynamics of a generic
bead-and-spring model of a polymer melt, confined between two
parallel surfaces characterized by tunable spatial correlations in
their chemical composition. The sites making up the surfaces are
either weakly (W) or strongly (S) interacting. The surface as well
as the polymer beads have identical diameters, as specified by the
Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameter σ = 1. In these distance units, the
surfaces are located at z=0.0 and z=13.0, and the unperturbed
root-mean-square radius of gyration of the chains in the bulk is
Rg = 2.65.
All pairwise non-bonded interactions are described by trun-
cated and force-shifted LJ potentials:
VLJPQ(r) = 4εPQ[(σ/r)
12− (σ/r)6]−V cutPQ (r) (1)
if r < rcut , VLJPQ(r) = 0 otherwise. Here the uppercase subscripts
indicate the type of particles (i.e., P, W or S), εPQ is the interac-
tion strength (LJ well depth), rcut = 2.5σ is the cutoff distance,
and V cutPQ (r) is a linear function which zeroes for the potential and
the force at the cutoff, thus preserving their continuity. The in-
teraction strength between polymer beads is εPP = ε. The W and
S surface sites differ by their interaction energy with the polymer
beads, which are respectively equal to εPW = ε and εPS = 4ε. With
this choice, we intentionally focus on a case with marked differ-
ence between S and W sites. A 4:1 ratio between P-S and P-W
interactions is reasonable as it is comparable to that between the
strongest and weakest interactions in the coarse-grained MAR-
TINI force field.38.
The bonded interactions within a polymer are modeled by the
sum of a LJ potential analogous to Eq.(1) and a finitely extensible
nonlinear elastic spring (FENE):
UFENE(r) = 0.5 k R20 ln[1− (r/R0)2] (2)
where k = 30ε/σ2 is the force constant and R0 = 1.3σ is the max-
imum extensibility of the bonds.39 The reduced R0 value (in the
standard Kremer-Grest model40 R0 = 1.5σ) decreases the equi-
librium bond length to r = 0.79, creating a mismatch between
the bonded and non-bonded nearest-neighbor distances. This re-
duces the tendency of the polymer to order and possibly crystal-
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lize at a flat interface—an effect which is overestimated by many
simple coarse-grained models.
The fraction of S sites is fixed at f = 0.5 (i.e., the 50%-50% com-
position), unlike in our previous work33,34 where f was varied
over the whole [0,1] range but the sites’ arrangement was com-
pletely random. Here instead we model situations with different
degrees and types of order in the surfaces, as described below.
Units are reduced so that σ =m= ε = kB = 1, where m is the mass
of all beads and kB is the Boltzman constant. The system contains
1000 polymer chains of length N=32 (37000 beads, including the
surfaces). The polymer bead number density at the center of the
slab is about 1.05, which corresponds to the equilibrium value
for the bulk system at zero applied pressure (the pure polymer
system was also simulated, for comparison). Periodic boundary
conditions were adopted in all directions (in the slab simulations,
the simulation box has length 14 in the z directions, so that the
upper surface is one unit distance below the periodic image of
the lower one). In our model there is no interaction between
polymer beads on opposite sides of a surface, as their minimum
observed distance (2.6) is larger than the cutoff distance (2.5).
The production runs were performed in the NVT ensemble, us-
ing a Nose-Hoover thermostat and the velocity-Verlet algorithm
to integrate the equations of motion for the polymer beads, with
a timestep ∆t = 0.01. The surface beads were perfectly immobile,
consistently with our interest in modelling a "soft" liquid (e.g., a
polymer melt) interacting with much harder sufaces. Data were
acquired after carefully equilibrating the systems at temperature
T = 1. All the simulations were conducted with LAMMPS.41
Surface models. The surface sites are arranged in a square-
planar configuration, with a lateral extension of 50× 50 (with
periodic boundary conditions) and an areal number density of
1.0. Eight different types of surfaces, corresponding to different
degrees of patchiness or intermixing of the W and S sites have
been produced by spin-interchange Monte Carlo simulations of a
two-dimensional Ising-type model42. The generated morphology
depends of the type of coupling between nearest-neighbor "spins"
(ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic) and on the reduced tem-
perature T ∗ employed in the Monte Carlo simulation. For each
disordered surface model, the upper surface is generated inde-
pendently of the lower one.
We have characterized the short-range order of the surfaces
thus generated by the Warren-Cowley order parameter for a bi-
nary mixture43:
α(I) = 1− nIJ
xI(nII +nIJ)
(I 6= J =W,S) (3)
where xI is the fraction of sites of type I, and nIJ is the average
number of J-type nearest-neighbors to an I-type site. This general
definition simplifies in our case because xW = xS = 0.5, nSW = nWS
and nSS = nWW (compositional symmetry of the surfaces) and
nWW + nWS = nSS+ nSW = 4 (four-fold coordination of the square
lattice). Thus there is a single α parameter, and we will use
it without the superscript. A positive value indicates some
segregation with a tendency of the surface sites to be surrounded
by like-type sites, while a negative value indicates intimate
intermixing with a tendency of the W sites to be surrounded by S
sites, and vice versa. The values α =+0.96, 0.79, 0.53, 0.35 were
obtained from the ferromagnetic model at increasing tempera-
tures (T ∗=0.0, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.3, respectively) while α = −0.37,
−0.86 and −1.00 were obtained from the antiferromagnetic
version of the model (T ∗=3.3, 2.0 and 0.0, respectively). The
α = 0.00 case corresponds to the surface with completely random
intermixing of W and S sites (T ∗ = ∞). We have used these α
values when discussing systems’ behavior as a function of surface
morphology, with the exception of α = +0.96 which has been
approximated to 1.00 for simplicity.












































Fig. 2 Mean square displacement (MSD) and Autocorrelation of the
chain end-to-end vector (EEVA). For the systems with α = 1 and −1: a)
MSD as a function of time along the vertical/confined directions and in
the horizontal/unconfined plane, as indicated. For comparison, this latter
is also reported for the bulk system, where all directions are statistically
equivalent. The dashed line is a guide to the eye, corresponding to or-
dinary diffusion, MSD∝ t. b) EEVA, X , as a function of time. EEVA of
the bulk system is also reported and well fitted by a simple exponential,
X(t) ∝ e−t/τ , (dashed line).
3 Results
Dynamics - We start by discussing the behavior of global dynamic
quantities, i.e. averages are computed over all system chains as
well as over different time origins. To illustrate the impact of
surface heterogeneities on the polymer dynamics, we first focus
on the systems with largest and smallest degrees of patchiness,
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α = 1 and α =−1, and make comparison with the reference bulk
system.
Fig.2a shows the mean-square displacements (MSDs) of the
centre-of-mass of the chains along the unconfined/horizontal di-
rections and the confined/vertical one, 〈r2x (t)+ r2y (t)〉 and 〈r2z (t)〉.
The MSDs increase with a slightly non-diffusive behaviour in the
short time limit. On longer timescale, the z component saturates
due to confinement. Conversely, the horizontal component fully
attains the diffusive regime, showing a behavior qualitatively sim-
ilar to the bulk system, but with a smaller diffusion coefficient, in
agreement with previous results24. More importantly, it is ap-
parent that horizontal diffusion is hardly affected by surface to-
pography, as the MSDs relative to α = 1 and α = −1 are almost
overlapped, the former being only slightly larger than the latter.
The autocorrelation of the chain end-to-end vector (EEVA),
X(t) = 〈R(0)R(t)〉/〈R(0)〉2, provides a complementary perspective
on the polymer dynamics. In a bulk polymer liquid, the relax-
ation of this intramolecular quantity requires a time comparable
to that for the diffusion of the macromolecule by a distance com-
parable to its radius of gyration.36 The present situation is differ-
ent. Fig.2b shows that both confinement and surface morphology
have a clear impact on the decay of X(t), producing important
qualitative changes to it. Indeed, a single exponential decay fully
describes the bulk data, whereas the confined systems clearly de-
viate from it. The EEVAs of the two confined systems overlap at
short times but decouple at intermediate ones, the α = −1 data
decreasing more slowly. This trend reverses at late times, giving
rise to an intriguing crossing of the two curves. Thus, the sys-
tem with faster intermediate time dynamics (α = 1) displays the
slower long-time relaxation. We checked that, considering all the
α values in [−1,1], there is a gradual transition between the two
extreme behaviors presented in Fig.2. We note as an aside that
the horizontal and the vertical components of the EEVA do not
show remarkable differences in their decay (see Fig. ESI1 in the
ESI†). We also signal that the autocorrelation of the first Rouse
normal mode behaves, as expected, very similarly to the EEVA.
In order to quantify these features, we measured (a) the dif-
fusion coefficient D from a linear fit to the long-time data of the
horizontal MSD component, 〈r2x (t)+ r2y (t)〉 ' 4Dt, and (b) the re-
laxation time τl characterizing the late decay of X(t). In order
to measure τl , we adopted an exponential fit X(t)' Ale−t/τl that,
if limited to long times, effectively describes the data for all con-
fined systems (see Fig. ESI2 in the ESI†). Fig.3a compares the dif-
fusion times τD = R2g/4D (where Rg corresponds to the bulk value
given above) and the longest relaxation times τl . Their different
dependence on the patchiness parameter α highlights a clear de-
coupling. Indeed, while τD is essentially flat, τl rapidly increases
by almost two orders of magnitude when α enters the [0.5,1.0]
range.
A decoupling between the self-diffusion coefficient and the
structural relaxation time is commonly observed in molecular
and colloidal glass–forming liquids on lowering the temperature
and increasing the volume fraction, respectively,44–48 eventually
leading to a spectacular breakdown of the Stokes-Einstein rela-
tion49–51. In those systems, the decoupling is ascribed to the
presence of Dynamic Heterogeneities (DHs), namely, a broad mo-
























































Fig. 3 Dynamic Decoupling. α dependence of a) diffusion time τD and
EEVA longest relaxation time τl , computed over the overall system, b)
EEVA z-resolved longest relaxation times, τl,c and τl,s, and c) diffusion
coefficients, Dc and Ds, as computed in a central slab and in a slab close
to the surface, respectively. For a direct comparison, the corresponding
global quantities, τl and D, are also reported in panels b) and c), respec-
tively.
bility distribution accompanied by some clustering of fast and
slow particles52–54. The diffusion coefficient is dominated by
the fast particles and the structural relaxation time by the slow
ones44,55,56. It is also worth noticing, incidentally, that identify-
ing a clear structural origin for DHs in glass forming liquids is a
long standing and still unsolved issue.57
We now show that DHs are indeed present in our systems and
are triggered by the confining walls. To prove this, we partitioned
the system into four slices along the z direction and monitored
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the MSD and the EEVA of chains initially "belonging" to different
slices. Notice that, with this partition, the thickness of the slices
(=13.0/4) is similar to the average chain radius of gyration. The
statistical equivalence of the two near-wall and the two central
slices enables further averaging over each pair. Using this ap-
proach, we measured the z-resolved late relaxation times, τl,s and
τl,c, and diffusion coefficients, Ds and Dc (subscripts c and s indi-
cate quantities measured at the center or close to the surfaces, re-
spectively). Fig.3b shows that, on changing α, τl,s closely mimics
the behavior of the longest relaxation time of the overall system.
Instead, the central relaxation time, τl,c, is much smaller than τl,s
(up to two orders of magnitude), and independent of the surface
morphology. As regards the diffusion coefficients, Fig.3c shows
that Dc ' 4Ds and the global diffusivity lies between these quanti-
ties, slightly closer to the former. Note that these data are plotted
on a linear scale, unlike the relaxation times which are plotted
on a logarithmic scale. This highlights a slight α-dependence of
the diffusivities, even within the central "bulk" region. This effect
does not seem very significant, considering that Dc for the two
extreme cases α =±1 happen to be almost identical.
These results strongly support the coexistence of slow and fast
chains. The slowest chains, in fact controlling the global relax-
ation time τl , are those close to the surfaces. The slowing-down of
the dynamics, which becomes dramatic when α ≥ 0.5, can likely
be ascribed to the presence of chains mainly adsorbed on patches
of strongly attractive sites. Indeed, these strongly adsorbed chains
show up and proliferate when the average patch size becomes
comparable and progressively overcomes the chain gyration ra-
dius. Under the same condition (α ≥ 0.5), of course, there is
also a complementary population of chains mainly adsorbed on
weakly attractive sites. These weakly adsorbed chains should have
a larger mobility compared to the strongly adsorbed ones and
control the surface diffusivity. Indeed, Ds is slightly smaller than
Dc, even if τl,s is much larger than τl,c. Finally, the fast chains
control the global diffusivity, D. The high, nearly α-independent
values of Dc confirm that these are mostly concentrated in the
centre of the slab. However, since Ds is not so much smaller than
Dc, also the weakly absorbed chains contribute to the global D
and determine its dependence on surface morphology.
The z-resolved analysis of the dynamics also leads to a clear
rationalization of the crossing of the EEVA curves in Fig. 2. The
early-time decay is insensitive to the type of surface, being due
to the relaxation of the chains at the center. Later on, the decay
becomes α-dependent as it is due to the relaxation of the chains
close to the walls. When α = 1, the intermediate- and long-time
EEVA decays are controlled by the relaxation of the weakly and
the strongly adsorbed chains, respectively. Conversely, when the
surface inhomogeneities are smaller than Rg (α = −1), all the
adsorbed chains experience the same average interaction with the
walls and relax at a comparable, intermediate rate.
Structure - According to common expectations, some struc-
tural variations within the polymer melt should accompany the
α-dependent changes in chain dynamics. In order to spot such
structural features, we start by showing in Fig.4a and b one con-
figuration of the polymer beads within the first two thin layers, on
top of an α = 1 surface (see Fig. ESI3 in the ESI†for the α = −1
case). It is apparent that the density in the second layer is smaller
than in the first one, in agreement with the well-known density
oscillations occurring even next to a homogeneous wall over a
few bead diameters.23 Here it is more interesting to focus on the
structural changes in the horizontal plane, as these should depend
on wall morphology. These changes are clearly visible in the first
layer (panel a): the left part, overlapped to S sites, is both denser
and more ordered than the right one, overlapped toW sites. Since
these signatures already appear to be obliterated in the second
layer, it seems worth concentrating on the structure of the very
first layer. Interestingly, the pair distribution functions calculated
between the polymer beads belonging to first layers are fairly in-
sensitive to α (see Fig. ESI4 in the ESI†). Instead, we observe
some differences in the histograms of the coordination numbers
(Fig.4c). These were computed by counting the neighbors of the
polymer beads up to a cutoff of 1.4, excluding surface sites. The
distribution for α = 1 is broader than for α =−1, with an appre-
ciably larger probability of the lowest coordination numbers. This
indicates a more heterogeneous structure and, therefore, a more
heterogeneous segment-level dynamics on increasing the surface
patchiness. However, a connection with the growth of τl is not
straightforward at this stage. Further insights come from the his-
tograms of the polymer-wall interaction energies, as computed by
the sum of the individual P-W and P-S non-bonded interactions,
and shown in Fig.4d. Indeed, the broader distribution in the α = 1
case, with a fatter and longer tail on the strong side of the energy
range, directly supports the presence of strongly adsorbed chains,
justifying the growth of τl at large α values.
At this point in the discussion, it should be clear that by fo-
cusing on the distributions of local quantities, and especially on
their tails, it is possible to unveil structural changes with α, even
though these may seem to be minor in comparison with those
in the chain dynamics. Now we ask whether some changes are
detectable also in average structural quantities, which are more
commonly and feasibly measured in experiments. Fig.5a shows
that the average polymer-wall interaction energy, as computed
from distributions like those in Fig.4d, is, in fact, insensitive to
the value of α. Note that the "error bars" in the plot represent the
standard deviations of the associated distributions and, therefore,
they simply indicate that a chain can be found in a range of differ-
ent energetic environments. Fig.5b shows the perpendicular and
parallel components of the chains’ radii of gyration, measured
within the same z-layers already adopted for the chain dynam-
ics. The figure demonstrates that the walls produce a "squeezing"
in the chains’ conformation, R2‖s ' 3R2⊥s, in comparison with the
more isotropic conformations in the central slab, R2⊥c ' R2‖c. This
situation is illustrated by the insets 5c and d, showing the con-
figuration of two chains in the middle of the system and close to
a surface. However, also in this case there is no dependence of
those chain properties on wall morphology. These results confirm
that average structural quantities, even if z-resolved, may not dis-
play a dependence on the wall heterogeneities. On averaging,
the structural features of the strongly adsorbed chains are likely
balanced by those of the weakly adsorbed chains.
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Fig. 4 Finely resolved structural properties. (a) Snapshot of the first polymer layer (0.6< z≤ 1.4), on the α =+1 surface. Polymer beads belonging to
the same chain are represented with the same color. The S stripe is on the left-hand side, the W stripe on the right-hand one. (b) Same as (a), for the
second layer (1.4 < z ≤ 2.2). (c) Histograms of the coordination numbers of the polymer beads (cutoff at r = 1.4), within the first layers on the α = ±1
surfaces. (d) Distribution of polymer-wall interaction energies, for the α =±1 systems.
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Fig. 5 Average structural properties. (a) α-dependence of the average
polymer-wall interaction energy. Error bars correspond to the standard
deviations of the associated distributions, like those shown in Fig.4d for
the two extreme α values. (b) α-dependence of the perpendicular and







measured in the layers at the center or close to the surfaces. Snapshots
of typical chain conformations in the two layers are shown in panel (c)
and (d), respectively.
4 Discussion and Conclusions
Our simulations of confined polymer melts indicate that the pres-
ence of structured attractive walls triggers a global slow-down of
the polymer dynamics with gradients along the z direction. More
importantly, we find that spatial correlations in the surface com-
position have a pronounced effect. Heterogeneities in the poly-
mer dynamics are dramatically enhanced when the surfaces are
decorated with patches at least comparable to the chain size. In
this case, in addition to a generic increase in the longest relax-
ation time, there is a clear decoupling between it and the diffusion
coefficient. We emphasize that DH and the related decoupling oc-
curring in our systems are not a trivial extension of the scenario
emerging in glassy systems. First, in glass forming systems DHs
appear on changing a thermodynamic control parameter (e.g.,
the temperature or the volume fraction), whereas here they are
triggered by varying an "external" structural parameter (the en-
ergy topography and morphology of the walls). Second, DHs in
our systems are localized near the walls, instead of being dis-
tributed within the whole sample volume. Notwithstanding DH
localization, the decoupling involves quantities that refers to the
system as whole (i.e. diffusion coefficient and relaxation time).
Several previous works studied thin and confined polymer films
and might share inspiring similarities with the phenomena emerg-
ing in our systems.12,13,58–60 However, most of these contribu-
tions focused on systems cooled down to a glassy state and in-
vestigated the extent to which confinements interferes with the
underlying glassy dynamics. Conversely, here we have consider
a simple, non-supercooled polymer melt. We have mostly fo-
cused on collective, chain-level descriptors of the polymer struc-
ture and dynamics. Local, segment-level properties may also be
of interest, especially close to the polymer’s Tg.28,30,31 However,
some of these features may depend on details of the model, such
as the choice of a square versus a hexagonal geometry for the
surfaces. We hope to address these issues in the future. We
have shown that, when the confining surfaces have nanoscale
heterogeneneities, novel dynamical features may appear even in
the absence of readily detectable structural changes within the
polymer melt. Their experimental identification seems very chal-
lenging, but it might become possible by the ingenuous appli-
cation of novel characterization methods on carefully prepared
systems. Block copolymer surfaces may be used as model sub-
strates with well-defined morphologies and correlation lengths.61
For example, recent experiments on fluorescent probes immobi-
lized at block copolymer interfaces allowed the determination of
local Tg’s with nanometric resolution and their correlation with
compositional profiles.62 Self-assembled monolayers of thiolates
on metals provide an alternative route to the creation of surfaces
with well-defined nanoscale patternings, which may be of interest
in this context.63
As a final note, we point out that we have looked at the prop-
erties of weakly confined systems, as the middle of the slab can
accomodate unperturbed polymer chains with bulk-like behavior.
In the future, we plan to look at strongly confined systems, with
longer chains capable of forming wall-to-wall bridges and entan-
glements. In addition to their equilibrium structure and dynam-
ics, it should be interesting to consider the behavior of these sys-
tems undergoing flow or mechanical deformation.
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